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Fuzzy logical control is a robust and effective control method in industrial fields, which renders it applicable to the attitude control
of a solar sail. However, it is hard to apply in black-box and time-varying problem as real solar sail attitude control. Considering
the lack of a priori knowledge and the unacceptable manual workload in the design of the fuzzy logical controller (FLC), an
intelligent FLC designer (IFLCD) is developed by introducing neural network modelling and automatic design method.
Besides, IFLCD also supports self-adaption for better control accuracy. By applying the proposed IFLCD in the attitude
stabilization of a solar sail with individually controllable elements (SSICE), an effective solution of unmanned, time-varying,
and complex system control method is offered without any mathematical model, which also overcomes the difficulties in FLC
design Considering the performance degradation, accident, and distance problems faced by spacecraft, IFLCD can help with
more practical problems that are hard be solved by traditional control theory.

1. Introduction

Solar sail, a form of longevous spacecraft without propellant
demand [1, 2], attracts numerous aerospace researchers’
attention [3]. Its prolongable peculiarity enables its tremen-
dous potential in diverse interplanetary missions. In recent
years, solar sails have been widely introduced in other space
missions besides near-Earth experiment and exploration
beyond the asteroid belt [4–7]. A square sail is employed
as the solar polar orbiter for challenging science missions
[8]. Solar sail cooperative formation around L2-type artificial
equilibrium points provides a dramatic interplanetary obser-
vation point [9]. Wang et al. [10] investigate the problem of
multiple solar sail formation around heliocentric displaced
orbit via consensus. Due to the harsh space environment, it
is inevitable that the spacecraft with long time on-orbit suf-
fers the performance degradation and accident, especially for
solar sails. [11–13]. Especially, the force model will be varia-
tional and make attitude stabilization failed. The remote dis-
tance between earth and solar sail also brings difficulties to
the solar sail working in abominable space environment.
All of the above problems require solar sail to possess the
self-adaptive and unmanned capacity. IKAROS uses dust

counters to detect particles impacting on the sail to adjust
its controller [13], which can diminish the system error pro-
duced by reflectivity variation but needs additional load.
NanoSail-D uses distributed layout to avoid risk [11]. Solar
sail with individually controllable elements (SSICE) provides
attractive decentralized layout and three-axes control torque
[14, 15], which is a great choice of configuration design for
challenging the problem of stabilizing a time-varying and
uncertain system in long voyage. Besides, an appropriate
control algorithm is still needed.

As an intelligent, robust, and fault-tolerant control algo-
rithm, the fuzzy logical controller (FLC) can deal with the
control of nonlinear, random, and complicated systems in
real scenarios, which in comparison to traditional control
methods cannot handle efficiently [16–19]. Obviously, FLC
can be applied in solar sail attitude control. However, as an
expert system, FLC cannot be used without a mathematical
model or a priori knowledge [19], which limits its applica-
tion and makes necessary the leveraging of heuristic design
in certain cases. Such an issue becomes more evident when
dealing with the control of a black-box and time-varying sys-
tem because of unacceptable and unrealistic manual work-
load. To address the above-mentioned deficiency of FLC,
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automatic design technology is introduced to the design of
FLC [20, 21]. However, the existing methods usually design
FLC by learning a large number of existing FLC [22] or
modeling the controlled system [23]. The former still needs
unacceptable manual workload, while the latter is not prac-
tical in attitude control. Moreover, the automatic design
method was hardly used in the design of time-varying
FLC, which means the design of FLC without a priori knowl-
edge or under time-varying situation is unpractical.

To address the above-mentioned deficiency of FLC, an
intelligent FLC designer (IFLCD) is proposed in this work.
By departing the variational and invariable part in solar sail
dynamics and analyzing the invariable part, the theorem of
angular momentum, a stable fuzzy logical controller between
moment and attitude can be given. Then, by modelling the
variational part by neural network, the nonlinearity, cou-
pling, and complexity in variational part can be depicted.
By adopting the method of automatic design, the neural net-
work can automatically generate sufficient a priori knowl-
edge as an a priori knowledge source. Combining the
controller and the a priori knowledge source, a usable FLC
for solar sail can be automatically designed. Besides, a self-
adjusting method is applied in IFLCD to diminish stable
error coming from tremble [19, 24]. An attitude stabilization
simulation is carried out by employing IFLCD in SSICE, and
the results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of
IFLCD in time-varying and unmanned system.

In this paper, to overcome the difficulties in solar sail mis-
sions and the limits of FLC in black-box and time-varying sys-
tems, a novel intelligent strategy named IFLCD is proposed for
wider application, which is the main contribution of this study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, a novel solar sail, SSICE was introduced. Its dynamic decom-
position simplifies the design of FLC. In Section 3, the employ-
ment of the a priori knowledge source liberates FLC from the
unacceptable manual workload. The decomposition of con-
trolled system and the introduction of automatic design
method enable FLC to solve the black-box and time-varying
control problem automatically. Besides, a self-adaption factor
is employed in FLC design for better control accuracy, which
is the other contributions of this paper. Moreover, the stability
of fuzzy rules is demonstrated in this section. In Section 4, the
application of IFLCD in SSICE provides exciting results that
can demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of IFLCD in
time-varying and unmanned system. In Section 5, the compar-
ison reveals that IFLCD possesses a much higher control accu-
racy with more time consumption, which is still satisfied under
time-varying situation.

2. SSICE: A Novel Solar Sail

Because of decentralized layout and three-axis control torque,
SSICE possesses the potentials of self-adaptation and attitude

control without fuel, which means SSICE is a great choice
for space missions. However, the former potential has not
been realized in recent works. Facing with the abominable
space environment and remote distance between earth and
solar sail, an unmanned, self-adaptive, and no-fuel consump-
tion attitude control algorithm is badly needed for solar sail
missions. Specifically, in solar sail mission where an operating
orbit is closely related to the attitude of a solar sail, high-
precision sail stabilization is urgently needed. In this chapter,
a brief introduction and dynamic analysis about the platform
of the IFLCD, SSICE, will be proceeded.

2.1. Brief Introduction of SSICE. As a square sail, the most
prominent features of SSICE include individually controlla-
ble elements and an inflatable folding frame. The structural
diagram (Figure 1) shows the SSICE and the attitude defini-
tion. Four components structurally constitute SSICE: Com-
ponent A is the spacecraft kernel consisting of effective
loads and security devices for loads. Component B is an
inflatable frame that links Component A and Component C.
Component C is an individual control unit that contains a
motor and structure for connection, which is rigidly fixed
with the corresponding Component D. Component D is the
blade that can reflect solar radiation for generating solar
radiation pressure (SRP) to drive SSICE. A pair of Compo-
nent C and the connected Component D between them com-
poses an individually controllable element, and Component
D can be driven by rotating the motors.

In this paper, attitude is defined by describing the Euler
rotation from the orbital coordinate system to the body
coordinate system of SSICE. As shown in Figure 1, the body
coordinate system of SSICE Sb is defined with the origin
located at its centroid, xb axis along the normal direction
of the frame plane and pointing to the front, yb axis in the
frame plane and perpendicular to the blades, and zb axis
determined by the right-hand rule. Besides, the orbital coor-
dinate system So is defined with the origin located at the cen-
troid of SSICE, xo axis pointing from the sun to the SSICE,
yo axis in the ecliptic plane, perpendicular to the xo axis,
and zo axis determined by the right-hand rule. The Sb can
be obtained with a “1-2-3” Euler rotation from So, namely,
So ⟶

LxðφÞ ∘ ⟶LyðθÞ ∘ ⟶LzðψÞ Sb.
Moreover, the critical parameters of SSICE for simula-

tion are given in Table 1. The parameter determination
refers to Table 1 of Ref. [14]. Besides, the solar sail pres-
sure (SRP) model and the force model of blade refer to
Ref. [14].

2.2. Dynamic Analysis of SSICE. The body coordinate com-
ponent in z-axis of the infinitesimal is called as zh. Thus,
the rotation angle of ith blade at zh is expressed as

σi zhð Þ = σiup + σidown
2 +

σiup − σidown

� �
zh

lb
−
lb
2 ≤ zh ≤

lb
2 , σiup, σidown ∈ −

π

2 , 0,
π

2
n o� �

, ð1Þ
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where σiup and σidown are the rotation angles of the upper
and bottom motors. The normal vector of the blade infini-
tesimal at zh is fnigb = ½sin ðσiðzhÞÞ, cos ðσiðzhÞÞ, 0�T . The
sunlight vector r1 in the Sb is acquired as

r1f gb = Lbo 1, 0, 0½ �T = cos θð Þ cos ψð Þ,− sin ψð Þ cos θð Þ, sin θð Þ½ �T ::
ð2Þ

The angle between fnigb and fr1gb is computed as
ηi = arccos ðfnigb ⋅ fr1gbÞ. Using the simplified solar sail
model in Ref. [17], the SRP dFi on the ith blade at zh
is obtained as

dFif gb = dFix, dFiy , dFiz

� �
= 2Pwb cos2 ηð Þ nif gbdzh, ð3Þ

where P is the SRP and wb is the width of blade. Setting
the body coordinate component in the y-axis of ith blade
longitudinal centerline as yi. Then, the SRP torque can be
generated by dFi as

dMif g = dMix, dMiy , dMiz

� �
= 0, yi, zh½ �T × dFi

= yidFiz , zhdFix ,−yidFix½ �T ::
ð4Þ

Ideally, by integrating (3) and (4), the SRP force and
SRP torque generated by the ith blade are obtained. The
force and moment on the entire SSICE are obtained by

reckoning every blade into counting. However, consider-
ing the performance degradation and machine failure
[25], actual torque would be different from the ideal
value. Obviously, the relationship between rotation angles
and actual torque is variational.

According to the theorem of angular momentum, the
attitude dynamics of SSICE described in Sb is

Jf gb _ωi� 	
b
+ ωi� 	×

b
Jf gb ωi� 	

b
= Mf gb, ð5Þ

where fωigb is the inertial angular velocity of solar sail in Sb.
Because attitude is described by Euler angles in So, a neces-
sary transition from angular velocity to Euler angles is
derived as

ωi� 	
b
− ωsail−sun
n o

b
= Lz ψð ÞLy θð ÞLz φð Þ

_φ

0
0

2
664

3
775 + Lz ψð ÞLy θð Þ

0
_θ

0

2
664
3
775 + Lz ψð Þ

0
0
_ψ

2
664

3
775,

ð6Þ

where fωsail−sungb is the angular velocity sum of the sail
around the sun and solar system rotation. Considering
fωsail−sungb is a small constant, the relationship between SRP
torque and Euler angles can be regarded as invariable. With
intermediate control variables, SRP torque, the dynamic of
SSICE can be divided into invariable and variational parts.
Then, an intelligent FLC designer can be applied to automati-
cally design FLC by using the invariable part in dynamic.

3. Intelligent FLC Designer

Aneural network is trained to satisfy the need of a priori knowl-
edge in FLC design. By executing numerous zero-order oracles
of variational part, enough data can be used to train a neural
network as an a priori knowledge source. Then, an intelligent
FLC designer will be constructed based on the a priori knowl-
edge source, which can automatically design FLC according to
different design variables. Moreover, IFLCD can control the
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Figure 1: Structural schematic diagram of SSICE.

Table 1: System parameter table of SSICE.

Part Size (m) Mass (kg) Number

Kernel 1 × 1 × 1 93.7522 1

Control unit 0:04 × 0:05 × 0:04 0.1 4

Frame 10 × 10 5.823 1

Blade 10 × 4 0.0124 2

General 10 × 10 100 1
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system without a mathematical model, which provides a solu-
tion to the black-box and time-varying control problem.

In IFLCD, the invariable part is the relationship between
SRP torque and Euler angles. Considering the system error
and random error, the relationship between the rotation
angles of blades and SRP torque is the variational part.

3.1. A Priori Knowledge Source. By ensuring the intermediate
control variables as SRP torque, the concept of a priori
knowledge in SSICE attitude control can be determined.
Usually, not all input variables are adjustable or worth
adjusting. Thus, input variables can be divided into environ-
ment variables and control inputs. The a priori knowledge
can give out corresponding control inputs while the environ-
ment variables and intermediate control variables are con-
firmed as shown in Figure 2.

Considering the unpredictable performance degradation,
the attitude control of SSICE can be regarded as a black-box
problem, so that the traditional analytical controller design
method is often ineffective. However, expert systems can
solve this problem by executing some oracles of black-box
and analyzing the data of oracles. Here, only zero-order ora-
cles are needed, which are the mappings between the input
and output variables of black-box. Usually, enough zero-
order oracles can be used to simulate the black-box itself,
but neural network can realize similar function with less
oracles. The input of zero-order oracles is environment var-
iables and control inputs, and the output of zero-order
oracles is intermediate control variables. To generate the a
priori knowledge, a data processing is needed to turn oracles
to training dataset as shown in Figure 3. The input of dataset
is environment variables and intermediate control variables,
and output is control inputs. Subsequently, a training neural
network with the dataset when enough data is obtained. The
result neural network can generate a priori knowledge as the
a priori knowledge source.

3.2. Fuzzy Rules. As shown in Figure 2, the task of the
fuzzy rules is obtaining intermediate control variables

Mtar = ½Mtar x,Mtar y ,Mtar z� tomake target variables approach
zero. Defining two vector quantities of attitude deviation
description e and ce as the target variables,

e = φ − φtar, θ − θtar, ψ − ψtar½ �T ,

ce = _φ − _φtar, _θ − _θtar, _ψ − _ψtar

h iT
,

ð7Þ

where φtar, θtar, ψtar, _φtar, _θtar, _ψtar are values of target Euler
angle and Euler angular velocity.

For convenience, in this paper, the type of fuzzy rules is
selected as bang-bang control. By setting the boundary values
of each interval of e and ce, the intermediate control variable
can be distinguished as shown in Table 2. For example, setting
CB-, CM-, CS-, CZ-, CZ+, CS+, CM+, CB+ and B-, M-, S-, Z-
, Z+, S+, M+, B+ as (-∞, -5], (-5, -2], (-2, -0.5], (-0.5, 0], (0,
0.5], (0.5, 2], (2, 5], (5, ∞) and (-∞, -2], (-2, -1], (-1, -0.2],
(-0.2, 0], (0, 0.2], (0.2, 1], (1, 2], (2, ∞), respectively. Besides,
control gain matrix K should satisfy the stability requirements
below. Then, the target control torques can be determined. If
ex is 0.5 in S+ interval, cex is -3 in CM- interval, and Mtar x
should be +K26. Mtar y andMtar z are both ensured in this
method, which means the task of fuzzy rules can be accom-
plished when appropriate design variables, control gain matrix
and boundary values, are given.

Hereby, the stability analysis of fuzzy rules in SSICE is
provided. Because solar sail tends to keep its Euler angle
and angular velocity near to zero, a linearized equation of
the theorem of angular momentum can be deduced as

_φ

_ωx

" #
=

0 1
0 0

" #
φ

ωx

" #
+ 0 1

Jxb


 �T
Mx,:

_θ

_ωy

" #
=

0 1
0 0
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ωy
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+ 0 1
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 �T
My,

_ψ

_ωz

" #
=

0 1
0 0

" #
ψ

ωz

" #
+ 0 1

Jzb


 �T
Mz:

ð8Þ

Besides, split e into n1 + 1 intervals and split ce into n2
+ 1 intervals by n1 and n2 interval boundaries, respectively.
The interval boundaries of e are named as dli, and the inter-
val boundaries of ce are named as cdli. Then, the control
moment can be expressed as

Mx = Kx e, ceð Þ sign 〠
n1

i=1
sign φ − dlið Þ + 〠

n2

i=1
sign ωx − cdlið Þ

 !
,

My = Ky e, ceð Þ sign 〠
n1

i=1
sign θ − dlið Þ + 〠

n2

i=1
sign ωy − cdli

� � !
,

Mz = Kz e, ceð Þ sign 〠
n1

i=1
sign ψ − dlið Þ + 〠

n2

i=1
sign ωz − cdlið Þ

 !
:

ð9Þ
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Figure 2: Structural schematic diagram of black-box, a priori
knowledge, and fuzzy rules.
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where Kðe, ceÞ is the gain coefficient function of control
moment to ensure which value in K should be used and its

sign and sign(⋅) is the sign function. The stability analysis
about φ and ωx is presented as follows.

The Lyapunov function W is built as

W = γTγ = φωx½ � φωx½ �T : ð10Þ

Besides, the derivation of W can be derived as

To ensure _W ≤ 0, the gain coefficient should be chosen
in every interval set of fφ, ωxg, which is obtained by the

boundary values of interval set. Suppose φ is in the interval
½dls−1, dls�; the value range of Kðφ, ωxÞ can be deduced as

According to Lyapunov theorem [26], while the correct
values of K are determined, Lyapunov function W will
approach 0 over time. The stability about the x-axis control-
ler of SSICE can be demonstrated by the second Lyapunov
method. Considering that the kinematics equations in the
simplified system are decoupled and have similar forms on
three axes, a proven stability on any axis can indicate that
the whole system is stable.

3.3. Self-Adaption for Reducing Control Error. A fuzzy logical
controller works effectively in many fields. However, the
steady control error and the control speed parameters as

settling time contradict each other in FLC. To overcome this
disadvantage, a multilevel fuzzy logical controller is designed.
Different boundary values and control gain matrix are pro-
vided for faster control or smaller steady control error.
Figure 4 shows a control error comparison between a one-
layer and a two-layer fuzzy logical controller under the same
condition, which indicates that two-layer fuzzy logical control-
ler can reduce control error to one third of the original value
with a similar settling time.

Actually, the multilayer FLC is a special form of self-
adaptive FLC. Obviously, self-adaptive FLC can play a better
role than one-layer FLC. By adjusting the value of design

Table 2: Fuzzy control rules of multilayer fuzzy controller.

ce
e

B- M- S- Z- Z+ S+ M+ B+

CB- +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0

CM- +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 -1

CS- +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1

CZ- +1 +1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1

CZ+ +1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

CS+ +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

CM+ +1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

CB+ 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Network training dataset

Input
dataset

Zero-order oracles data

Environment 
variables

Control 
inputs 

Target 
variables

Output
dataset

Train

A priori
knowledge source 
(neural network)

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a priori knowledge source
generation.

Bsum = 〠
n1

i=1
sign φ − dlið Þ + 〠

n2

i=1
sign ωx − cdlið Þ,:

_W = 2γT _γ = 2 φωx½ �
0 1
0 0

" #
φ

ωx

" #
+ 2 φωx½ � 0 1

Jxb


 �T
Mx = 2φωx +

2ωxMx

Jxb
= 2ωx φ + Kx φ, ωxð Þ sign Bsumð Þ

Jxb

� �
:

ð11Þ

Csign = sign ωxð Þ sign BEð Þ
K φ, ωxð Þ ≤ inf −φJxbf g = −dls Jxb, if Csign = 1,
K φ, ωxð Þ = 0, if Csign = 0,
K φ, ωxð Þ ≥ sup −φJxbf g = −dls−1 Jxb, if Csign = −1:

8>><
>>: : ð12Þ
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variables with the absolute value of target variables, FLC can
be adjusted smoothly and the steady control error can be
massively reduced. Comparing the result of one-layer FLC
with the latter self-adaptive result in Figure 5, although the
settling time was increased by 10 times, the steady control
error can be reduced by 10-5 times. The result means that
self-adaption can heavily improve the control accuracy with
slight more time consumption.

Hereby, the stability analysis of the self-adaption FLC
used in SSICE is provided. The self-adaption factor kad is
used to adjust gains and boundary values for control error
reduction. The new interval boundaries and gain coefficient
function can be expressed as

dladi = kaddli,

cdladi = kadcdli,
Kad e, ceð Þ = kadK e, ceð Þ,

ð13Þ

with the new control moment expressed as

Bad
sum = 〠

n1

i=1
sign φ − kaddlið Þ + 〠

n2

i=1
sign ωx − kadcdlið Þ,

Mx = kadKx e, ceð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
,

My = kadKy e, ceð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
,

Mz = kadKz e, ceð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
,

ð14Þ

and the derivation of Lyapunov function can be derived as

_W = 2ωx φ + kadKx φ, ωxð ÞBad
sum

Jxb

 !
: ð15Þ
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Figure 4: The steady-state error of FLC: (a) one-layer FLC controller; (b) two-layer FLC controller.
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By substituting Equation (12) into Equation (13), the
numerical relationship that gain coefficient function satisfies
is obtained

Kad φ, ωxð Þ≤−dlads Jxb, if sign ωxð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
= 1,

Kad φ, ωxð Þ = 0, if sign ωxð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
= 0,

Kad φ, ωxð Þ≥−dlads−1 Jxb, if sign ωxð Þ sign Bad
sum

� 
= −1:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð16Þ

According to Equation (15), the derivation of Lyapunov
function is nonpositive. Hence, self-adaption FLC with the
self-adaption factor form in Equation (13) has the same sta-
bility with FLC in Equation (9). If appropriate gain matrix is
confirmed for a FLC, the stability of others FLC ensured by
Equation (13) will be demonstrated.

3.4. Intelligent FLC Designer Generating. The function of
IFLCD is to produce FLC with given design parameters by uti-
lizing the fuzzy rules and a priori knowledge source. The a priori
knowledge will provide the relationship among control inputs,
environment variables, and intermediate control variables, and
fuzzy rules will provide the information between intermediate
control variables and target variables. Using the abilities men-
tioned above, the control input can be obtained when environ-
ment variables and target variables are ensured, which achieves
the task of the required FLC. Besides, an updating approach is
employed by introducing the method of automatic design,
which can update the a priori knowledge source when the real
system has changed. Moreover, the self-adaption is utilized in
the design variable determination for reducing the steady con-
trol error. The structure of IFLCD is shown in Figure 6.

4. Application: Intelligent
Stabilization of SSICE

In space, attitude stabilization heavily affects the success of
mission. By updating the training data of force model with
real data come from sensors, the IFLCD can adjust control-
ler in real time without manpower. Here, two attitude stabi-
lization missions of SSICE are executed by IFLCD. The
stabilization results reveal the feasibility and effectiveness
of IFLCD in attitude stabilization.

4.1. Simulation Scenario. The working environment of
SSICE is set at the Sun-Earth L4 point, in which the solar
radiation power is 1370W/m2. An IFLCD is employed for
attitude stabilization, which is specifically designed for
SSICE with the structure shown in Figure 6. Only the design
variables and oracle data are provided, but the real models of
SRP and SSICE are unknown.

The type of fuzzy rules is selected as bang-bang control.
By analyzing SSICE, the target variables are attitude devia-
tion variables e and ce, the intermediate control variables
are Mtar, and the control inputs are the motor rotation
angles σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4. In addition, the environment variables,
sunlight angle α and β, can be derived from

H = dot rsunf gb, zb
� �

,
α = acos dot rsunf gb, xb

� �� �
,

β =
acos dot rsunf gb, yb

� �� �
, H ≤ 0,

2π − acos dot rsunf gb, yb
� �� �

, H > 0:

( : ð17Þ

The a priori knowledge source adopts Back Propagation
(BP) neural network, which is simple, effective, and reliable.
After executing enough zero-order oracles of the SRP model
of SSICE, three layers are employed and the initial value of
neural node number is determined as 2 × nIC + 1 = 11 (nIC is
the dimension of neural network input) according to Kolmo-
gorov’s Mapping Neural Network Existence Theorem [27].
Through a few performance tests, the hidden neural node
number value is determined as 16. Besides, the training algo-
rithm is determined as the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
Moreover, the training dataset of neural network is taken in
every variable direction with appropriate sample interval to
ensure that the combination of any possible values of variables
can be sampled nearby but sampling points will not converge
locally. The datasets parameters are shown in Table 3.

Renew
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Environment 
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Target 
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Control gain 
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Fuzzy rules

Design variables

Intermediate 
control variables

A priori knowledge

Black-box

A priori 
knowledge 
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Control 
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of IFLCD.

Table 3: Dataset parameter table of SSICE.

Input variables Number of samples Output variables

α (deg) 20 σ1 (deg)

β (deg) 20 σ2 (deg)

Mx (N) 20 σ3 (deg)

My (N) 20 σ4 (deg)

Mz (N) 20 —
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4.2. Results of Invariable Scenario. The initial motion states
of SSICE are chosen as ½φ, θ, ψ, ωbx , ωby, ωbz�T = ðπ/180Þ
½3, 2, 4, 0, 0, 0�T + 10−6 × ½0, 0, 0, 5:5,−3,−4�T , and target
motion states are ½φ, θ, ψ, ωbx , ωby, ωbz�Ttar = ½0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0�T .
Here, the attitude stabilization process of SSICE is given.

The profiles of three Euler angles and angular velocities are
shown in Figures 5 and 7. As illustrated in Figure 5, the angu-
lar error between actual values of Euler angles and target
values are near zero after 1500 seconds. The overshot of φ is
less than 1%, the overshot of ψ is about 10%, and the overshot
of θ is less than 10%. All settling time is below 1400 seconds.
Figure 7 indicates target angular velocities can be achieved
after 1500 seconds, and the balance can be maintained.

4.3. Results of Time-Varying Scenario. The initial motion
states of SSICE are chosen as ½φ, θ, ψ, ωbx, ωby , ωbz�T =
ðπ/180Þ½1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0�T , and target motion states are

½φ, θ, ψ, ωbx, ωby , ωbz�Ttar = ½0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0�T . Besides, an out-
put with 15% deviation was given from the previous model
in the 2200 seconds. Besides, the deviation threshold was set
as 10%, and the checking times was set as 10 seconds. When-
ever the model deviation exceeds the threshold, the a priori
knowledge reconstruction process is initiated. The variation
of Euler angles and angular velocities is given. As shown in
Figures 8 and 9, IFLCD can avoid the error caused by the
changes of the controlled system.

In this chapter, although we do not know the concrete
models of SRP and SSICE, a successful attitude stabilization
is accomplished by IFLCD. The Euler angle error is con-
trolled on the order of 10-6 degree, and the error of angular
velocity is controlled on the order of 10-3 deg/s. This control
is accurate enough for most solar sail missions. In conclu-
sion, IFLCD can be regarded as a feasible and effective
method in the attitude stabilization of SSICE under both
invariable and time-varying scenarios.
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Figure 7: The angular velocity variation of SSICE controlled by IFLCD.
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5. Discussion

In order to evaluate the control performance of IFLCD, an
attitude stabilization simulation of SSICE under the same
condition is carried out by using the control method in
Ref. [15] as shown in Figures 10 and 11. However, this con-
trol method can only be used on the basis of knowing the
mathematical model of SSICE.

The profiles of three Euler angles and angular velocities
are shown in Figure 10. As illustrated in Figure 10, the angu-
lar error between actual values of Euler angles and target
values is near zero after 2000 seconds. The overshot of φ is
less than 10%, the overshot of ψ is less than 40%, and the
overshot of θ is about 40%. All settling times are below
1400 seconds.

By comparing the two simulations, it can be found that
the overshot of IFLCD is much less than the overshot of
method in Ref. [15]. Besides, the control deviation of θ

increases in the first 180 seconds, but IFLCD do not have
this bad performance. Moreover, IFLCD has a shorter set-
tling time, which means a faster control speed. The reason
why IFLCD can do a better control may come from the spe-
cialty of fuzzy logical control. The speed ability and low
overshot characteristics benefit the attitude control of solar
sail. Besides, it is obvious that the control performances of
φ in both simulations are much better than those of the
others. The differences about settling time and overshot
probably are caused by the differences of control abilities
on different axes and the fitting precision of neural network.

In order to evaluate the control performance of IFLCD
in time-varying scenario, an attitude stabilization simulation
of SSICE under the same initial condition is carried out by
using the reconstruction control method in Ref. [25] as
shown in Figures 12 and 13. However, the solar sail model
used in Ref. [25] is solar sail with numerous discrete ele-
ments (SSNDE), which is originated from SSICE.
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Figure 13: The angular velocity variation after reconfiguration process.
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By comparing the two simulations, it can be found that the
overshot of IFLCD is much less than the overshot of the
method in Ref. [25]. Besides, the stable control errors of
IFLCD are much less than those in Figures 12 and 13, but
the settling time of IFLCD is quite bigger than that in Ref.
[25]. IFLCD spent about 10 times as much time consumption
as the method in Ref. [25] for about 100 times more accuracy.
Both results can achieve the control target because of the
adjustment of the dynamic model of solar sail, namely, the
reconfiguration ability of control algorithm. However, IFLCD
can achieve a better control accuracy after reconfiguration.
Besides, considering the difference between SSICE and
SSNDE, the different control performances order of the three
axes can be explained by different structure reasonably.

6. Conclusion

Due to the harsh space environment, it is inevitable that the
spacecraft with long time on-orbit suffer the performance
degradation and accident, especially for solar sails. The
remote distance between earth and solar sail also brings dif-
ficulties. For overcoming the above difficulties, the potentials
of self-adaptation and attitude control without fuel in solar
sail with individually controllable elements (SSICE) can be
helpful. By introducing the automatic design method and
self-adaption into FLC design process, an intelligent FLC
designer (IFLCD) is established, which circumvents manual
analysis in fuzzy logical controller (FLC) design, allows FLC
to be utilized in time-varying scenario, and decreases the sta-
ble control error. The application in the attitude stabilization
of SSICE reveals the effectiveness and feasibility of IFLCD.
Besides, the comparison with the similar approach in solar
sail attitude stabilization shows that IFLCD can do a better
job in both invariable and time-varying scenarios. As men-
tioned above, this intelligent algorithm is especially suitable
for unmanned, complicated, and time-varying systems. Par-
ticularly, IFLCD can be used for other spacecraft control
process, which can increase the reliability of the unmanned
space missions.
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